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November 29, 1988

Professor Johann Rafelski
University of Arizona
Department of Rlysics
Tucson, Arizona 85721
Dear Jan:

'Ihis will acknowledge, with thanks, the receipt of your comments on
Professor Pons' rebuttal on the proposal entitled, ''1he Behavior of
Electrochemically Compressed Hydrogen and Deuterimn."
Your kind assistance in our evaluation process is genuinely appreciated.
Sincerely,

Ryszard Gajewski, Director
Division of Advanced Energy Projects
Office of B:tsic Energy Sciences, ER-16

DISCLAIMER
Portions of this document may be illegible in
electronic image products. Images are produced
from the best available original document.
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RE: Proposal of Dr. Por&'~""The Behavior of Electrochemically corrpressed
Hydrogen cun Deuterium11
Here : :Reply to my (reviewer #2) comments:
I have considered carefully the rebuttal of Dr. Pons to my review. In my
opinion. the mterial submitted does not offer clarification of specific
points I requested in my review.

to 1ny point 1) , the rebuttal does not . offer any professional background
for the: estimate of the . range of detectable fusion rates, which are restated
as givE!l'l in my review. Dr. Pons does not address in a specific manner (see
below) the question heM such a nuclear r.:ite can be treaSUred by identifiable
nuclear observables. Let me illustrate tl1e gravity of the problem by noting
that fusion rate of lo-16;s inplies that even in 4 ronths, that is in 107s
(not 7!:1, 155 or 101 hours) only a lo-9 fraction of all atoms in the Dewar
would undergo a reaction arrl even if all reactions would produce tritium,
such a small concentration would probably be belON his backgroun:l level of
tritium in the deuterimn used. on the other hard it is extrelrely difficult,
if not ilrpossible, to directly obsetve tritium as fusion product, an:i one has
to look at the accumulated concentration jn the set up envisaged by Dr. Pons.
As

'Ihus the one methcd proposed arrl only VC:Lguely outlined how to diagnose the
reactions will not work at the level needed to match the sensitivity of the
calorimetric measurement . But in my opini i:>n there are many ways this problem
can be solved. Even with the fusion rate of lo-20;s there would be about 104
r eactions per second, plenty to observe ~lith hel p of specific detectors the
prcxlucts of direct nuclear reactions. In my opinion nuclear detection
methods are much more sensitive than the calorimetric methcxls, if dealt with
appropriately.
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In response to my point 2 • Dr. Pons refers in his reply in very general tenns
to gamma rays, thennal neutrons ani tritium as the means of W'Xierst..aming of
the specific origin of the excess heat, if such is observed.
"ganrna rays11
In which energy range, ani in particular from which nuclear fusion reactions
are thef;e expected. Note that nonnally gamma rays are considerably less
aburrlant than other nuclear reaction products, except for a few exce i onal
cases, with well knC1Nn energy. Wil l the c:onsiderably smaller gamma rate be
at all observable? An::1 how?
nt:hermal neutrons"
It appeat'S that Dr. :Pons has not oonsidered the fact that in his experimental
arrangement in case nuclear reaction occulr, he will not have to deal with
"thennal neutrons" but with energetic t"t3action products which carry the
consideti3ble nuclear energy released.
"tritium"
Where does tritium come from, why should it be the product of nuclear fusion
reaction that has yet to be discovered, arrl finally why to look for this
extremely rare ard elusive product of nuclear reactions (see above).
Aside fi'I::xm faulty arrl,/or incomplete resporu;es to my specific two requests, I
do not e;ee in particular a survey which \orould list those nuclear reactions
that are possible and a proposal how to approach their identification in any
specific way. '!here is a very incomplete list on page 8 of the proposal which
surprisingly includes secorrlal:y reactions i.rxiuced by neutrons. Irrleed, the
vague mention of tritium means presumably that or. :Pons proposes to follow up
the possibility of d-d fusion (see page ~: of proposal) as to my knowledge
only in this primacy fusion reaction there is an appreciable branching ratio
to triti,Lllll. But 3He produced equally abundantly in this reaction, is a much
better i:;otope to use as tag for this reaction ... Tritium is also produced in
the above mentioned secorrlal:y Li-n reactions, but neutrons have to be
produced in the first place in a nuclear reactions, hence it would be wiser
to look for them, rather than for a seco:OClary arrl rather elusive reaction
product.

All this means that:
A) the nuclear part of the proposal has not been seriously addressed;

B) there is extremely limited expertise in the field of nuclear reactions.
These ob;ervations are further supported by the paragraphs from the rebuttal
to the abseJ:vation of the reviewer #3 pertinent to the dargers of increased
backgrouni radiation.
Pons missed the opportunity to respord in an accurate arxi expert
fashion. I conclude with near certainty that nothing will come out of the
proposed diagnosis of the specific origin of the excess heat, should the
latter bE~ .inieed fou.rx.i. Hawever, I consider this as the tTOSt worthwhile part
of the proposed research program. In my opinion mere calorixnetric
reconfirmation of the excess heat generatioJ, leads us nowhere. I therefore do
not recommend the funding of this project.
Dr.

Yours

Sincerely

~~~~~
Professor of Rlysics
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Dr. R. Gajewski
Department of Energy
Division of Advanced Energy Projects
Office of B:lsic Energy Sciences, ER-16
Washington, DC 20545

November 24, 1988
Dear Ryszard:

RE: Proposal of Dr. Pons
HydrOCJen and Deuterium"

"'Ihe Behavior of Electrochemically compressed

Here: Reply to my (reviewer #2) comments:
I have considered carefully the rebuttal of Dr. Pons to my review. In my
opinion the material submitted does not offer clarification of specific
points I requested in my review.
As to my point 1) , the rebuttal does not offer any professional background

for the estimate of the range of detectable fusion rates, which are restated
as given in my review. Dr. Pons does not address in a specific manner (see
below) the question how such a nuclear rate can be measured by identifiable
nuclear observables. Let me illustrate the gravity of the problem by notiDg
that fusion rate of 1o-16;s implies that even in 4 months, that is in 107s
(not 75, 155 or 101 hours) only a 10-9 fraction of all atoms in the Dewar
would undergo a reaction and even if all reactions would produce tritium,
such a small concentration would probably be below his background level of
tritium in the deuterium used. On the other hand it is extremely difficult,
if not impossible, to directly obse:rve tritium as fusion product, and one has
to look at the accumulated concentration in the set up envisaged by Dr. Pons.
'Ihus the one method proposed and only vaguely outlined how to diagnose the
reactions will not work at the level needed to match the sensitivity of the
calorimetric measurement. But in my opinion there are many ways this problem
can be solved. Even with the fusion rate of 10-20js there would be about 104
reactions per second, plenty to observe with help of specific detectors the
products of direct nuclear reactions. In my opinion nuclear detection
methods are much more sensitive than the calorimetric methods, if dealt with
appropriately.

In response to my point 2. Dr. Pons refers in his reply in very general tenus
to ganuna rays, thermal neutrons and tritium as the means of understanding of
the specific origin of the excess heat, if such is observed.
"ganuna rays"
In which energy range, and in particular from which nuclear fusion reactions
are these expected. Note that normally ganuna rays are considerably less
abundant than other nuclear reaction products, except for a few exceptional
cases, with well known energy. Will the considerably smaller ganuna rate be
at all observable? And how?
"thermal neutrons"
It appears that Dr. Pons has not considered the fact that in his experimental
arrangement in case nuclear reaction occur, he will not have to deal with
"thermal neutrons" but with energetic reaction products which carry the
considerable nuclear energy released.
"tritium"
Where does tritium come from, why should it be the product of nuclear fusion
reaction that has yet to be discovered, and finally why to look for this
extremely rare and elusive prcrluct of nuclear reactions {see above).
Aside from faulty and/or incomplete responses to my specific two requests, I
do not see in particular a survey which would list those nuclear reactions
that are possible and a proposal how to approach their identification in any
specific way. '!here is a very incomplete list on page 8 of the proposal which
surprisingly includes secondary reactions induced by neutrons. Indeed, the
vague mention of tritium means presumably that Dr. Pons proposes to follow up
the possibility of d-d fusion (see page 2 of proposal) as to my knowledge
only in this priJ!!ary fusion reaction there is an appreciable branching ratio
to tritium. But 3He produced equally abundantly in this reaction, is a much
better isotope to use as tag for this reaction ... Tritium is also produced in
the above mentioned secondary Li-n reactions, but neutrons have to be
produced in the first place in a nuclear reactions, hence it would be wiser
to look for them, rather than for a secondary and rather elusive reaction
product.
All this means that:
A) the nuclear part of the proposal has not been seriously addressed;
B) there is extremely limited expertise in the field of nuclear reactions.
'Ihese observations are further supported by the paragraphs from the rebuttal
to the observation of the reviewer #3 pertinent to the dangers of increased
background radiation.
Dr. Pons missed the opportunity to respond in an accurate and expert
fashion. I conclude with near certainty that nothing will come out of the
proposed diagnosis of the specific origin of the excess heat, should the
latter be indeed found. However, I consider this as the most worthwhile part
of the proposed research program. In my opinion mere calorimetric
reconfirmation of the excess heat generation leads us nowhere. I therefore do
not reconunend the funding of this project.

Yours

Sincerely

Professor of Physics

REVIEWER #2

I have carefully studied the prc~osal submitted by Dr. S. Pons
from the University of Utat. entitled "The Behavior of
Ele,:trochemically Compressed H~rdrogen and Deuterium". I am
resJ?onding as a referee specialized in Nuclear and Particle
Phy : :~ics,
and will not commen1: at the matters related to
ele•:trochemical analysis. Howev · ~r I wish to mention that the
proposal, even though it refers to pilot experiments, never
doe:; clearly conuni t the author to a certain result.
The proposal addresses the i~~sue pertinent to spontaneous
fusion of hydrogen isotopes placed inside a metal lattice. The
method of experimental approach selected here is to study
exc . ~ss heat generated by fusion energy. I support in principle
the study of the general issue raised in this proposal, but
haVt3 very grave doubts about the method selected, in particular
I am concerned, if it is sufficiently sensitive to find a new
eff,! ct not fonnerly observed irt an incidental way by nuclear
det,!ction methods (fusion neutrons etc) •
Sin~:e the energy gain from fusion is 107 times greater than the
che:Dical energy gain, this met:t.od would work if fusion rates
are some good fraction, say 10-10 of the chemical reaction
rat ·~s. This implies in turn that fusion rates at t he level of
lo-16;s may be detectable by th:Ls method. What is indeed badly
mi s3ing in the proposa is a more ace rate back of th envelope
estima t e how a hypothetica l f usion t' d te relC:ltes t o th e exc ess
hea·t and which range of fusion rates would be accessible to
mea:;urement in the proposed set up, considering the usual
unc,! rtainties of the method. Without such a discussion of this
que;tion it is in my judgement impossible to evaluate the
cha:nces of success for the proposed work, since we do not know
how the expected result wc•uld show in other physical
environments.

J

• '

'

Neither does the proposal indicate what one does if the effect
one :.s looking for, excess heat, .ls actually found! One can not
simp:.y claim "eureka, fusion" • There are many other sources of
ener~ry in a complex system considered for this investigation,
and there is no· attempt made to ldentify the source of heat.
I do not recommend that the funding for this project be based
on the present submission. I wo·Jld like to reserve my final
recotn.rnendation until I see an a.:3dendum or a new proposal in
which two matters are put straigh·t::
1: w~ich range of fusion rates is measurable in the proposed
set up;
2: h.:>w will the decision be made that any energy excess is of
nucl•~ar origin.

Reply to reviewer #2
We will reply to the reviewer's comments paragraph by paragraph.
#1 We are at a loss to know how the reviewer can make this statement. How much
more specific can we be than to say that we had ca. 25% excess energy produced at the
highest current density? The reviewer may wish to know that we observed this excess
energy in three runs of 75, 155 and 101 hours.
#2 We believe that such effects were not observed previously because physical chemists
and physicists simply do not set up experiments of several thousand hours duration to look
for small calorimetric effects. A short duration experiment would also not give any
detectable radiation.
#3
We would like to assure the reviewer that we have carried out many
back-of-the-envelope calculations. Our own calculations showed that fusion rates of the
order 3 x 10-16 s-1 would be readily detectable by the methods we have outlined. With
special precautions and cell design, rates as low as 3 x 10-17 s-1 (or even 3 x 10-18 s-1) might
be detectable. The fusion rate (if indeed it was that) in our experiments at the highest
current densities was about 3 x 10-14 s-1• It is a straightforward matter to confirm these
figures taking into account the likely Newton's law of cooling for Dewars, and the
temperature differences between the inside of the Dewar and the surrounding water bath
readily accessible to measurement. Further, it is our opinion that any meaningful
calculations such as those proposed by the reviewer at a minimum would require a
detailed quantum-mechanical molecular dynamical calculation; we have talked extensively
with several of our colleagues (expert in these types of studies) regarding such a
calculation. They have evidently not been made successfully in the past, and would require
a major research-computing effort. We would hope to take on (or see others do so) such
a project after the experimental verification has been made. We agree that it is difficult
to evaluate the chance for success of this work, but we must also question the applicability
of the proposed calculations in making such an evaluation easier.
#4 Our reply to the question #6 of the first reviewer and paragraph (3) of the third
reviewer are relevant to this comment by the present reviewer and are attached.

1: We have replied to this under #3 above.
2: As we have pointed out in the proposal, we shall seek to correlate any excess energy
released with tritium produced; we shall look for thermalized neutrons and for gamma-rays
generated by any reactions of these thermalized neutrons with components of the Dewar
etc.

-r .

Question (6) of Reviewer #1:
"We believe that the results we have obtained so far are a strong indication of a
progressive increase in the fusion of D nuclei in the Pd-lattice with increasing chemical
potential ( = compression). While there are alternative explanations of the excess heating
effects, their possibility does not seem to be very likely." (p. 6) Please, what are the other
explanations and why are they unlikely?
Our reply:
The main alternative explanations for excess enthalpy generation are:
(i) generation of D 2 at voids in the lattice (see also comments by reviewer #5).
However, if this explanation applies, the excess energy generated during 331 hours of
polarization at the highest current density would have required formation of D 2 bubbles
at a higher rate than that corresponding to the applied current, i.e., there would have been
a loss of dissolved D. Such a loss is inconsistent with the observation of the generation
of a constant excess enthalpy during three successive periods of 75, 155, and 101 hours.
Moreover, at least 0.5 cm3 of bubbles at 2000 atmospheres (the tensile strength of Pd)
would have been formed which would almost certainly have disintegrated our sample of
Pd. The structural integrity of the sample was preserved and, indeed, it is well known that
electrochemical equivalents of Pd diffusion tubes can be used indefinitely. The easiest way
to discount this possibility of bubble formation is to increase the experiment times.
However, we do have it in mind to search for any D 2 or, more likely, He bubbles.
(6)

(ii) Participation of the reduction of 0 2 and/or ionization of D 2 i.e. a shift off the
Joule heating term towards the upper bound. However, our experiments showed that the
Joule heating exactly balanced the Newton's law cooling at low current densities (where
the effects of any 0 2 reduction on D 2 ionization should have been at a maximum) while
the excess enthalpy increased with the current density. Such behavior (as well as the other
points we have set out in the application) is not consistent with the participation of 0 2
reduction/D2 ionization.
The reviewer may also like to know that in an earlier series of experiments periodic
catalytic contamination of the Pd surface led to loss of dissolved D which was associated
with cooling not heating presumably because of the cessation of the fusion process.

Paragraph (3) of Reviewer #3:
So far as the so-called experiment is concerned, the investigators seem to have
trouble doing their energy bookkeeping and suggest that some "excesses" on the order of
10% are due to fusion. There is almost no discussion of possible heat leaks. The authors
should be held to account for their statement that their experiment was "accompanied by
an increase in the background radiation count in the lab of >50%. The long term
experiments were all terminated at about this time." It is scientifically irresponsible to
leave things this way: what radiation? Why wasn't this followed up by the University
safety people?
Our reply:
#3 Again we are at a loss to know how the reviewer could make this comment. We
actually pointed out that we have greater than 25% excess energy released at the highest
current density. This occurred in three runs of 75, 155 and 101 hours duration. There
was absolutely no possibility of heat leaks as the averaged temperature difference between
the inside of the Dewar and the external water bath (which in turn was above room
temperature) was 1.33(4), 1.43(6), and 1.44(2)°C respectively. Our reply to the reviewer
#1 question #6 is pertinent to the interpretation of the excess energy. As this reply is
lengthy, we attach an extra copy.
The radiation was beta/gamma type, possibly due to the reaction of thermalized
neutrons with components of the Dewar. The matter was not followed up because it
would in fact have been irresponsible of us to proceed with the experiments in their
present form. We need the resources asked for to carry out the experiments under
properly controlled conditions. However, we fully realized the outrageous nature of our
proposals which is why we spent a considerable sum (personal funds) in order to at least
get some preliminary evidence that the concepts are worth pursuing.

